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      Accessible text that encourages students to think critically about various ethical issues that might be encountered in practice. Such texts are rare.




  
          Mrs Paula Louise Hamilton




              


    
      



 


 
      For a new citizenship and morality in education module, this book provides concrete examples and excellent analyses in the topic areas we want to cover.

It offers a fresh opportunity for those studying to become teachers to learn about the ethical and moral nature of their practice, which in England, is almost unheard of nowadays.




  
          Mr Lewis Stockwell




              


    
      



 


 
      Thought provoking, sensitive choice of topics. This text will be used with Early Years Teachers to help their developing understanding of the ethical and values issues in Primary Education




  
          Mrs Nikki Fairchild




              


    
      



 


 
      This book was engaging in parts but it was, on occasions hard to access. It was a useful text to support the Religious Education element of the course.




  
          Ms Jane Noble




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text which helps take readers beyond tick-list approaches to ethics and diversity. The numerous critical thinking exercises provide opportunities to explore and challenge practice.




  
          Mr Keith Savage




              


    
      



 


 
      A valuable resource for undergraduate trainees. Examining how these elements underpin areas of professional practice is very worthwhile.




  
          Mrs Marion Hobbs




              


    
      



 


 
      This will be an very valuable book for undergraduate students who are starting a new course on ethis and primary teaching. II am requesting copies for the library and will be referring to it throughout my inputs.




  
          Mrs Susan Buckman




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent text, well written and accessible to a wide level of students




  
          Mrs Michelle Rogers




              


    
      



 


 
      This contains a helpful range of themes regarding ethical issues in Primary Education




  
          Mrs Kitty Heardman
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